Frequency dependent transmission characteristics between arterial blood pressure and intracranial pressure in rats.
The pulsatile energy transmission between arterial blood pressure (BP) and intracranial pressure (ICP) is affected by cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and brain tissue. Studies in dogs have shown that the transfer function (TF) between BP and ICP shows damping of pulsatile energy around heart rate frequency (1-3Hz) with notch filter characteristics, and the amount of damping is sensitive to cerebral compliance. This investigation aimed to assess whether this notch filter characteristic is an intrinsic property of the brain enclosed in a rigid skull and therefore applies across species with a large difference in body size. This was done by determining the TF between BP and ICP in rats with corresponding significantly smaller body size and higher heart rate (5-7 Hz) compared to dogs. Arterial BP and ICP waveforms were recorded in 8 anaesthetized (urethane) adult male Sprague-Dawley rats with solid state micro-sensor transducer catheters. The TF was computed as the ratio of ICP and arterial BP waveform amplitudes for the first 4 harmonics. Arterial BP and ICP signals were normalized for pulse amplitude such that attenuation or amplification is detected for any TF values significantly different to unity. Mean cardiac frequency was 5.72 Hz (range 4.6 - 7.11 Hz). Of the 4 harmonics only the heart rate frequency band showed a statistically significant attenuation of 17%, while the higher harmonics showed a progressive amplification. Findings show that the rat brain acts as a selective frequency pulsation absorber of energy centered at heart rate frequency. This similarity with larger animals indicates a possible allometric mechanism underlying this phenomenon, with notch filter characteristic frequency scaled to body size. This study suggests that the TF between arterial BP and ICP is an intrinsic property of the brain tissue and CSF enclosed in a rigid compartment and can be used to assess changes in cerebral compliance due to abnormal CSF pressure and flow as occur in hydrocephalus.